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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, 2015. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English . Brand New.
Alan Gregory is a clinical psychologist with a thriving practice in Boulder, Colorado. His life begins
to unravel when one of his female patients is found in an apparent suicide and the local paper
begins printing accusations from an unnamed source of sexual impropriety between the woman
and Dr. Gregory. He launches a psychological and personal quest for the truth that rapidly
intensifies when more of his patients die untimely deaths, and Gregory suspects not only that the
deaths are related but that another one of his patients may be somehow involved. Lacking facts but
roused by suspicion and troubled by seemingly random acts of terror around him, Gregory starts to
fear for the safety of the people he loves. The question of the inviolability of confidential disclosures
made to Gregory by his patients - privileged information - becomes crucial as the psychologist
pursues an unsettling romance with Lauren Crowder, a lovely deputy district attorney investigating
one of the deaths. Bound to silence, Gregory follows the psychological tracks of someone he fears
may be a cunning and disturbed killer, while turning to his enigmatic but supportive partner,
Diane...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is definitely worth getting. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Jeramie Davis-- Jeramie Davis

This composed pdf is wonderful. Indeed, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Simeon Legros Sr.-- Simeon Legros Sr.
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